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COVENT GARDEN HAIR SALON
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			Our flagship Trevor Sorbie hair salon in Covent Garden is on Floral Street, in the very heart of London. Our team here are passionate, creative and fun-loving. Here you’ll meet the best hairdressers in London, many of whom are Educators, who travel around the world teaching our high standard of skills, techniques and showcasing their creative flair.

If you’re after a personalised hair experience that is second to none, Trevor Sorbie’s hair salon in Covent Garden is definitely the right choice for you.


		

	


	
		
			Please note: Our salons now require card details in advance, to secure your appointment. Your card will not be charged unless you cancel within 24 hours of your appointment, or do not show up;- in which case your card will be charged 100% of the service amount. If you need to cancel your appointment, we require a minimum of 24hrs notice.


		

	


	 BOOK APPOINTMENT





	 CALL SALON






	 View price list











	
		
			OPENING TIMES

Monday           10:00 – 19:00

Tuesday           10:00 – 19:00

Wednesday     09:00 – 20:00

Thursday         09:00 – 20:00

Friday              09:00 – 20:00

Saturday         09:00 – 18:00

Sunday            CLOSED


		

	





	
		
			GET IN TOUCH

bookings@trevorsorbie.com

020 7379 6901

WHERE

27 Floral Street, Covent Garden, WC2E 9DP


		

	


		VIEW ON MAP
	



















	
		
			        ❝Wai always takes such amazing care of me. She listens to me and always works really hard to get my hair exactly how I want it – a dedicated perfectionist. I always leave feeling a million dollars, she’s just amazing!


❝Rosalie, Covent Garden
More Reviews
❝Ana has cut my hair since 2006 and she always makes me look at least ten years younger!  I will not let anyone else touch my hair. Ana is always so cheerful, helpful and it is a delight to go to the Covent Garden Salon.  Thank you Ana.


❝Maggie, Covent Garden
More Reviews
❝As usual my colour with Jess in Covent Garden was just right. And Kate, who has been cutting my hair for many years, always gets it perfect.  Thank you everyone!


❝Lorraine, Covent Garden
More Reviews
❝Giuseppe did another amazing job with my colour – he’s friendly but always totally professional, creative and sensitive to needs.  Likewise with Tamara – she always goes the extra distance. Thank you both!!


❝Frances, Covent Garden
More Reviews
❝Ben is great – he listens to me, gives great advice and as a result my colour always looks amazing! I would highly recommend Ben for colour at Trevor Sorbie, and Roman also gave me a lovely blow dry. Excellent service overall.


❝Elaine, Covent Garden
More Reviews

        

		

	


	
		
			



Meet the team
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                                            Ethan

                    
                                            Technician



With a passion for highlights, balayage, and face framing, Ethan finds his greatest fulfilment in creating stunning transformations that leave salon guests feeling truly pampered and delighted. Ethan draws inspiration from iconic figures such as Louis Vuitton and Virgil Abloh and channels this influence into his own unique approach to hairdressing. Ethans ambition within the industry is to build a name for himself and is driven by a relentless pursuit of excellence and a desire to leave a lasting legacy for future generations. Notable highlights of his career include participation in prestigious events like the L'Oreal Colour Trophy, where he had the opportunity to assist renowned industry professionals. Beyond the salon, Ethan is also passionate about fitness and artistic expression, evident in his love for tattoos and commitment to personal growth and creativity


BOOK NOW 
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                                            Karolina

                    
                                            Stylist



Karolina got into hairdressing back in 2017 where she graduated from the London School of Media Makeup in theatrical, film make-up and prosthetics. She then continued to work on various productions from designing make-up and hair for feature films, to joining the hair and make-up department on The Great series with Ellen Fanning and Blithe Spirit 1920s period drama with Dame Judi Dench. Whilst she loved working with make-up and prosthetics, hair was naturally what she wanted to continue to do. 


Alongside hair cutting and styling Karolina loves working with wigs and hair pieces - dressing them out in the Fifties or Sixties styles; Appreciating how glamorous women and men used to look, and how wonderful hair styles were she still takes inspiration to incorporate into her way of styling hair now, Karolina loves working with short hair and her personal favorite cut is a bob. 


BOOK NOW 
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                                            Marianna

                    
                                            Stylist



Marianna’s passion and motivation comes from working alongside her peers and mentors where she’s inspired by the detail, precision and high quality work within Trevor Sorbie. She loves to work 
with curly, textured hair and enjoys being creative with all of her work. Marianna left Trevor Sorbie 3 years ago to move back to Italy but then decided to return to our Covent Garden salon as she
always felt it is where she belongs, so we are proud to have her back as part of the team again!


BOOK NOW 




 FOLLOW ON INSTAGRAM 
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                                            Francesco

                    
                                            Technician



Originally studying hairdressing in Italy, Francesco was always inspired by Trevor Sorbie and decided to come to London to further his career. Pretty quickly his talent was recognised and after going through our vardering training process Francesco became our newest Technician at our London Covent Garden flagship salon. Francesco is inspired by the open mindedness of turning the simple into a creative reality. He is particularly inspired by and specialises in reds and coppers, which was recognised when he became a finalist for the Commercial Colour Genius Award in 2022. Francesco has also been shortlisted for the prestigious ‘Rising Star’ for Creative Head Magazine in 2022 and has had the honor of being mentored by our Creative Director Giuseppe Stelitano, who opened up multiple opportunities for him to assist the Creative Team at various events such as London Fashion Week and The Tribute Show.


BOOK NOW 




 FOLLOW ON INSTAGRAM 
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                                            Viktoriia

                    
                                            Creative Stylist



Hairstylist and Youtuber Viktoriia Vradii’s talent and unique style have been awarded in various professional championships as well as showcased in shows and editorials like the Alternative Hair Show. Having a background in culture and the arts, Viktoriia has been in the industry for 19 years and has had a passion for hairdressing for even longer! With her artistic vision and impeccable attention to detail, Viktoriia prides herself on making her guests look perfect. As the Creative Director of her own salon in Odessa, Ukraine, her exceptional collections have been celebrated on the covers of professional magazines and she is also now a successful Youtube vlogger doing educational workshops in different languages.


BOOK NOW 




 FOLLOW ON INSTAGRAM 
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                                            Sophia

                    
                                             Technician 



Sophia is inspired by individuality; she loves getting to know someone’s unique personality and giving them a colour that looks like they were born with it! Sophia’s hairdressing journey started in Cardiff when she was 16 years old and in the past few years has taken part in many competitions and creative photoshoots. 




Currently she is part of the Fellowship Team’s ‘Project Colour’, a yearlong course where she’s able to expand her creativity as well as do photoshoots which get featured in magazines. 




Book in your appointment with Sophia in our Covent Garden salon now.




BOOK NOW 
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                                            Ryan Forsythe

                    
                                            Artistic Education Director (Senior Director)



Since childhood, Ryan's fascination with the transformative power of a haircut has ignited a passion within him. He discovered early on that the world of hairdressing was not just a career path but also a world of free expression and creativity—a perfect fit for his nature.


Ryan joined Trevor Sorbie Covent Garden in 2004 with over 10 years of experience and quickly established a strong client base, advancing to Senior Director. In 2006, he completed his teacher training and grew within the education team to become Head of Education for Covent Garden, tasked with teaching and assessing trainees, new recruits, and educators. His hunger for creativity then led him to become an integral member of the Trevor Sorbie Artistic Team. Highlights of Ryan’s Art Team career have included award-winning photographic collections, front covers, worldwide educational seminars, representation at major hair events, working on countless fashion shows and editorials for major titles, and being a L’oreal Colour Trophy Grand Finalist for the Men’s Image Award. His successes with Education and the Art Team have led him to the prestigious position of Artistic Education Director.




 BOOK NOW 
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                                            Tiziana Di Marcelli

                    
                                            Senior Director (Creative team ambassador ) Head of Education in Italy





A dedicated member the Sorbie family, Tiziana has been blessing us with her talents for over 20 years. As International Head of Education for Styling, she has travelled to many different countries to share her skills and knowledge of hairdressing. She loves the variety of her job, from working with her salon guests to presenting in international seminars to vardering new team members, there’s always something exciting to do! Whether you’re looking for a complete restyle, someone who truly knows how to cut curly hair or you’re in need of some TLC for a wig cut; Tiziana will go above and beyond to produce a personalised and bespoke style that reflects you.




Book in your appointment with Tiziana in our Covent Garden salon now.
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                                            Johanna Cree Brown

                    
                                            Senior Director (Stylist)





Where do we begin with Johanna? Her 25+ year career speaks for itself! Johanna is well known throughout the industry for always pushing artistic boundaries, resulting in just simply beautiful creations. From being commissioned by Rankin to create bespoke hair art for his fashion magazine HUNGER to being commissioned by L’Oréal Professionnel to be their featured finale show artist for L’Oréal Colour Trophy Awards 2019, Johanna’s creativity has no limits. Johanna’s work has been featured in countless publications including, Harpers Bazaar, Vogue, Marie Clare – Dubai, I-D Magazine online and many, many more! With her salon guests, her speciality is being able to deliver bespoke results, that will never leave you disappointed. With her level of creativity, in salon and editorially, we are sure to see even more achievements and career highlights in the future!  




Book in your appointment with Johanna in our Covent Garden salon now.
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                                            Nathan Walker

                    
                                            Education & Brand Director





From a young age, Nathan always loved the vibe in a salon. He was told he was a 
natural with hair, and was thrilled to discover he could be paid to have ‘a chat and a 
good time’ when working a Saturday job at a hair salon in his home town of 
Lancashire. This inspired him to consider a career in hairdressing seriously, but he 
only wanted to train with the best.




After joining Trevor Sorbie almost 30 years ago, Nathan worked his way up from 
training as a Trevor Sorbie Assistant, to becoming the youngest Head Technician 
within the company, before progressing to Technical Director, then ultimately into his 
former role as International Technical Director.




Nathan is recognised as an authority and expert within the hair industry, where he 
judges the most well-respected hair awards including the likes of Colour World’s 
Genius Awards, Creative Head’s Most Wanted and IT List, BHA Awards, L’Oreal 
Colour Trophy, The AHA Awards, Wella Trend Vision Awards, and The NAHA 
Awards, to name but a few.




Having worked alongside Trevor Sorbie as his colourist for photographic, salon and 
show work, as well as taking the final test for every technician, Nathan identifies fully 
with the standards Trevor has set for the brand. He is also responsible for marking 
the Trevor Sorbie technical qualification test; maintaining those standards amongst
the Assistants and future stars, whilst continuing to develop the existing team.




Known for his calm, patient approach, Nathan believes in perfecting solid skills which 
encourage experimentation in an environment that nurtures talent and enables 
limitless creativity. He will continue the brand’s journey of greatness and aims to 
balance learnings from the past with the tools of the present, to shape the future of 
the brand.




Book in your appointment with Nathan in our Covent Garden salon now.
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                                            Kate

                    
                                            Senior Director (Stylist)





You will never have another bad hair day when you have Kate as your hairdresser! Kate’s passion for hair has led to a 30+ year career in the industry, and recently winning L’Oréal Colour Trophy Men’s Image Award 2019 is just one of many career highlights. Although enjoying the editorial side of hairdressing, Kate says there is nothing more satisfying than making people feel beautiful about themselves. Whilst perfecting all elements of cutting she is particularly known for her signature shorter shapes for women and men, concentrating on sexy, suitable, and wearable styles with a fashion twist. As an artist, there are many forms of canvas and hair is a perfect way to express herself and the art of what hairdressing is all about.  




 BOOK NOW 
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                                            Ian

                    
                                            Director (Stylist)






Stylist to the stars, Ian is famed for being Her Majesty The Queen's hairdresser, and is the proud owner of a Royal Warrant. He was inspired to become a hairdresser because seeing the transformation a haircut could make excited him, and he wanted to make people feel beautiful. His favourite thing about being a stylist is getting to make each cut personal to the client, and his top career advice is "remember the client comes first!"





 BOOK NOW 
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                                            Jody

                    
                                            Director (Stylist)






With thirty years of experience, twenty of which has been part of our Sorbie family; Jody has blessed our team and guests with her creativity, charisma and presence! With a career this length there is nothing that Jody does not know about hairdressing. Her guest loyalty means the world to her and being able do something that she loves is an achievement in itself. A master with any styling tool, Jody’s friendly approach will put you at ease and get you ready to embrace the new you!  With her ambition to enjoy life to its fullest, it is a pure delight when your next appointment is with Jody!  




Book in your appointment with Jody in our Covent Garden salon now.
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                                            Daniel

                    
                                            Director (Stylist)





The diversity of work, the freedom of expression and the creative opportunities to work alongside the best in the industry is what inspires Daniel in everything he does. His two decades worth of experience and knowledge has seen him work in fashion shows (such as Vivian Westwood and Jean Paul Gautier) to assisting our award-winning Art Team on shows and shoots. Not only does he specialise in blow dries and hair ups, but also wig cutting for those who have fine hair or experiencing medical hair loss. Whether it’s your natural hair or for a wig, you are always in safe hands with Daniel, creating a look that embraces your personality whilst giving you confidence that radiates.  




 BOOK NOW 
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                                            Ana

                    
                                            Director (Stylist)



The creativity and being able to interact with people is what made hairdressing the perfect career for Ana. Over her 20 years of experience, she has been part of many ventures, such as photoshoots for Vogue and Vanity Fair magazines and working in exhibitions assisting Angelo Seminara for Chloé* Diana Vreeland and more. Ana sees every editorial work as a totally new experience and being able to work alongside fashion experts and curators is a true achievement and learning process. Surrounded with a great minded team, this creates an environment perfect for her guest and explains why she has been with us for over two decades. She hopes to continue to spread her creativity through more editorial work and of course to her wonderful guests who she cherishes the most!  




Book in your appointment with Ana in our Covent Garden salon now.
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                                            Ben

                    
                                            Director (Technician)






With twenty years’ experience, Ben knows how to work his magic and push boundaries - from classic colour to detailed and contemporary styles. Showcasing his work at major industry events such Salon International and assisting on editorial work around Europe and the UK is just the tip of the iceberg of his achievements. With his ‘can do’ mentality, Ben hopes to continue to be creative and inspire the next generation of hairdressers. Specialising in colour and afro hair, Ben always gives you that extra push and TLC that your hair needs. Once you’re a guest of Ben’s you know you have found a hairdresser for life!




Book in your appointment with Ben in our Covent Garden salon now.
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                                            Wai

                    
                                            Director (Stylist) 






Wai took an interest in hairdressing after having disastrous haircuts as a teenager and since then has been in the industry for over 20 years! Every show, photo shoot and event Wai has been involved in has been memorable and a true learning experience, which she uses on the salon floor every day. The creativity from our Art Team and working alongside such talented people inspires her to strive to be the best in her field. You will never have a bad hair day when Wai is your hairdresser! She loves the challenge of transforming a bad haircut into a bespoke look tailored for you and makes all her guests fall in love with their hair again.  




Book in your appointment with Wai in our Covent Garden salon now.
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                                            Chloe

                    
                                             Senior Director (Technician)



 Her passion for hair still soars, even after 20 years at Trevor Sorbie! Chloe has taken part in numerous shows over the years, including, winning L’Oréal Colour Trophy, assisting Trevor’s show in Italy and even doing colour at the British Hairdressing Awards. She loves her guests and interacting with them while using their hair as a canvas for her creativity. A qualified L’Oréal Colour Specialist, Chloe has mastered the techniques required to colour every hair type imaginable. From subtle touch ups to an all over transformation, Chloe personalises the colour to perfectly reflect you!




Book in your appointment with Chloe in our Covent Garden salon now.
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                                            Ilaria

                    
                                            Top Stylist





Originating from Italy, Ilaria has always been in love with hair from a young age,  making it an 18 year career (and counting!). Throughout this journey she has immersed herself in both the editorial and salon aspects of the industry and has even been lucky enough to work with a number of iconic curators, including Adam Szabo. Her long career has not stopped her from learning and exploring new ways to interpret hair.  With her wealth of knowledge matched with her creative flare, Ilaria can transform your hair into something that oozes personality and artistry, whilst being bespoke to each individual guest. 




Book in your appointment with Ilaria in our Covent Garden salon now.
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                                            Louise

                    
                                            Top Stylist



One of our Queree twins! No you are not seeing double! Louise is our wonderful Creative Stylist and Extension Specialist based at our Covent Garden flagship salon. Joining our Sorbie family 6 years ago, Louise has never shone away from a challenge, whether it’s assisting on fashion week or working on shoots, Louise loves showcasing her talents. The industry itself is what inspires her every day to be the very best she can be. Specialising in cutting and bridal/occasion hair, plus being an Ambassador for Great Lengths Hair Extensions, Louise has all sorts of techniques up her sleeves.  As the only Hair Extension Specialist within Trevor Sorbie, it’s her ambition to improve and transform her guests thinning hair and give length, thickness and volume that never believed they could experience.




Book in your appointment with Louise in our Covent Garden salon now.
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                                            Esti

                    
                                            Top Stylist





 Esti has over 20 years experience in styling & colour.  Originally from Spain, Esti then moved to the UK and settled at award-winning salon Harrington’s soon becoming Art Director - presenting at seminars, teaching education and leading photo shoots. Although she is new to Trevor Sorbie, Esti is no stranger to hairdressing having been nominated 3 times as 'London Hairdresser of the Year' and also having won L'Oreal Colour Trophy in 2000; which was personally awarded to her by Trevor himself!



 BOOK NOW 
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                                            Jess

                    
                                            Director (Technician) Head of Education



One of our Queree twins! No you are not seeing double! Jess is our amazing Senior Technician who is based at our Covent Garden flagship salon. From a young age, Jess developed a natural talent for styling and knew hairdressing was the path she wanted to explore. Being able to work alongside such inspirational and talented people and meeting guests from all backgrounds has made her 6 years with us fly by! Specialising in texturizing, bridal/ occasion hair and colour (especially blonde), Jess can make your vision a reality! From balayage to highlights, bleach and toners there is nothing better to Jess than mastering the art of a perfect colour blend. Her eye for colour will make sure you and your hair leave happy, radiant and flawless!




Book in your appointment with Jess in our Covent Garden salon now.
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                                            Harry

                    
                                            Top Stylist





Originally from Essex, Creative Stylist Harry very quickly made a name for himself in the hair industry, featuring in Creative Head magazine, being a guest on podcasts, working with the famous photographer Tim Walker and even working with the iconic Kate Moss! He has been a qualified stylist for 3 years now and one of his proudest achievements is being able to work alongside Trevor Sorbie himself on a trip to Madrid. Harry loves being a stylist because it combines his love for the creative and his sociable side. He chose to work at Trevor Sorbie because he wanted to work with the best of the best and has become a great asset to the Covent Garden salon. Harry’s specialties are curly hair and pixie cuts but he loves all aspects of the world of hair, he can take your look to the next level. 




Book in your appointment with Harry in our Covent Garden salon now.
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                                            Josie

                    
                                            Senior Technician



Josie has never looked back after immersing herself into the hairdressing world 7 years ago. Taking part in Fashion Week and on professional makeup shoots has added to her passion in for colour. Josie is always up to date with the current hair fashions and trends, and, finds inspiration magazines, textiles and art shop she visits. Unable to imagine working anywhere else, Josie thrives on the friendly salon vibes and has found her ‘hair family’ at our Covent Garden flagship.  She lives for making her guests’ smile and creating a colour that accentuates them, especially if it involves bleaching and highlights! With a touch of colour from Josie, you’ll be sure to never to have a bad hair colour day again!




Book in your appointment with Josie in our Covent Garden salon now.




 BOOK NOW 




 FOLLOW ON INSTAGRAM 
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                                            Giuseppe Stelitano

                    
                                            Creative Director (Director Technician) 





Born in a small village in the North of Italy, hairdressing was a passion of Giuseppe’s 
from a young age. He decided to pursue a career in hospitality, working at some of 
the world's leading establishments, before feeling dissatisfied at the age of 25, where 
he returned to his initial love of hair and moved to Milan to train at Toni & Guy 
academy. During his training, he worked with fashion students and on multiple
editorial projects, before qualifying as a stylist in 2017 and moving to London.
Giuseppe joined Trevor Sorbie confident in his hair ability but not fluent in the 
English language, so he was unable to initially start training, and worked as the salon 
Barista for the first 3 months. 




He knew Trevor Sorbie was the company for him, enabling him to begin colour training which he 
completed 8 months later, graduating to Colour Technician. Throughout his training,
Giuseppe assisted respected hairdressers on fashion shows and editorial shoots, alongside assisting Trevor Sorbie’s previous Art Director Tom Connell.




Three months after qualifying and building his clientele, Giuseppe threw himself into 
the creative hair world by entering the L’Oreal Colour trophy award with his 
colleague Kate Wingrove, which they won for the Men's Image Award. Shortly after, Giuseppe became the first person in the 
history of the company to be offered a position within the main Artistic Team after 
presenting his first collection.




 Giuseppe already holds an impressive collection of  nominations and awards from 
well-respected industry bodies including a double win of the Creative Head magazine VISIONARY 
AWARD and IT GUY 2021 award. As one of the rising stars in the company, his achievements 
were rewarded with a double promotion to Senior Technician and to the role of new 
Creative Director in 2021 - the first technician to fill this position within the company, following
a reign of stylists. 




Book in your appointment with Giuseppe in our Covent Garden salon now.




 BOOK NOW 




 FOLLOW ON INSTAGRAM 
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